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Current Situation

 The pressures currently on the Police to improve performance in suspect, 
witness and victim interviewing processes include:

– budget constraints and challenges to demonstrate value for money and 
cost improvements

– the task of meeting the demands of Speedy, Simple, Summary Justice 
(SSSJ)

– technology that is in use being out-dated and prone to failure

– increasing costs of long-term storage of recorded media

– pressure on central transcribing teams who produce the typed records of 
taped interviews

 The technology to move to digital recording of audio and video interviews is 
now available in the marketplace and the question being asked is whether its 
implementation can deliver improvements in efficiency, effectiveness and 
cycle-time. In this case study, we answer that question.
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Digital Suspect Interviewing
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Objectives of the Review

 Understand the present process for carrying out, recording 
and transcribing interviews

 Develop the “to be” process, with the adoption of a digital 
solution

 Cost both the present and potential future process

 Produce a short report showing the costs and benefits of 
moving to the new technology
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Approach

 Define the scope and boundaries of the processes associated 
with interviewing suspects and witnesses.

 Identify a set of performance information and costing data 
required to complete the analysis.

 Conduct face-to-face interviews with key staff who operate 
those processes. Map the processes “live” with them, and 
establish estimates of activity processing times.

 Create costed process maps for the current, non-digital 
processes.

 Identify the specific ways in which a digital solution would 
change the processes. 
– Include a semi-digital solution (use of CDs and DVDs) and a fully-

digital solution (server-based).  
– Process maps, with activity timings were developed for the fully-

digital processes only.

 Compare the costs of the digital and non-digital processes.
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Current Major Crime Process – High-level
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Process Step Cost Analysis
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Step 4 – Transcribe Interview - detail 
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Findings - Current Process Costs

Process Cost per 

interview

Current Annual 

Cost

Major Crime £690

Serious Crime £520

Volume Crime £640

Total (all 3 

processes)

£2,000,000 p.a.

For 3,600 interviews

Note: These are the direct, time-based costs of operating the processes
(i.e. excluding overheads and media/storage/transport)
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Potential Waste Reduction Opportunities 
Identified – “The Seven Wastes”

Waste Examples in interviewing processes
People 
Waiting

Waiting time while tapes are retrieved from storage so they
can be collected by an officer.

Over-
production

Producing three copies of the interview tape even though
defence solicitors virtually never ask for a copy.

Rework & 
Failures

Corrections of transcripts because the original tape was
inaudible, broken, etc.

People 
Moving

Officers travelling to the ROTI team to deliver tapes (due
to fear of loss) and any travel to/from tape storage.

Over-
processing

Checking information for completeness when it arrives at
the ROTI team (it should not be delivered incomplete).
Checking transcripts after they have been returned from
correction (why would they be wrong a second time?).

Inventory All the storage of tapes, plus any temporary storage by
officers at their desks. Also, the storage of blank tapes,
required for interviewing.

Transport of 
materials

All transport of tapes between police stations and ROTI and
storage.
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As Is

To Be

The Interview
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Current vs. Digital Process Costs

Process Current 

Annual Cost

Digital Annual 

Cost

Major Crime £100,000 £80,000

Serious Crime £1,300,000 £1,100,000

Volume Crime £600,000 £500,000

Total (all 3 

processes)

£2,000,000 £1,680,000

Note: These are the direct, time-based costs of operating the processes
(i.e. excluding overheads and media/storage/transport)

The cost savings below are based on moving to a fully server-based solution
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Benefits that were not quantified

 Additional benefits, not able to be quantified in this analysis:

– Downstream monitoring (cost, time)

– Transport (cost, time)

– Storage (cost)

– Security (media/data loss)

– End-to-end Cycle Time reduction which will support the 
achievement of SSSJ targets
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The Case for Change

 Quantified savings: £320,000

 Indicative system costs: £230,000

 Return on Investment 1.4:1 (9 month payback)

Note: The indicative costs are based on providing this technology in 33 
interview rooms 
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Recommendations from report

 More detailed analysis of the ROTI processes would confirm the 
scale of potential savings from productivity improvements

 Using data and workflow available in a server-based system 
would enable ROTI team workload to be managed more 
effectively and move away from the current FIFO (first in out 
first out) system

 Quantification of benefits not calculated in this work would add 
weight to the benefits case

 While we believe use of CD/DVD may be useful as a Proof of 
Concept, there are significant additional benefits to be achieved 
by implementing a full, server-based solution

 The adoption of a server-based solution would open up 
opportunities to implement a balanced performance 
measurement system for the interviewing processes
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Some challenges and learning points

 Finding out exactly how many of each type of interview is done each 
year was not as simple as you might think

 People will tell you the “worst case” processing time rather than the 
average – for accurate data you may need to use activity sampling and 
a trawl through a sample of custody suite records

 The performance information needed to manage and improve these 
processes simply isn’t available routinely

 There is a huge amount of unquantified waste in these processes and 
people regard it as “normal” working practice

 Although the process time savings aren’t huge, the other benefits 
should make this type of investment a “no brainer”
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The value we add

 We have worked widely across the Criminal Justice sector and 
understand the complexity of its agencies, processes and cultures.

 For those Police Forces considering an investment in digital 
interviewing technology, we provide:

– A focussed review of today’s interviewing processes that will 
identify:

• Staff time and cost

• Direct and indirect operating costs

• Demand and capacity

– A clear definition of potential performance levels that could be 
achieved through digitisation and application of Lean Thinking in 
interviewing processes

– The evidence-base for a Business Case for investment
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